
Le SoleilStudAt the foot of the Alps, right in the heart of the Olympic Valley, there 
is a place in the pristine Piemontese countryside where you can hear 
cocks crow at the break of dawn and see the deep orange-coloured 
sky and slowly rising sun create fantastic light effects through the dew 
drops on the leaves in the rose gardens. In the distance, the horses 
have already sniffed the morning air and are calling to each other. The 
mares wake up their babies in the paddock, who stretch their legs and 
are ready for their first playtime of the morning.
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The breakfast room is waiting for the guests of the Agriturismo with 
its warm smell of coffee, and plenty of homemade bread, all served 
with salami and cheese, specialties of the region.

The three comfortable rooms of the Agriturismo have once again 
met the expectations of visitors, who had a restful, comfortable 
night and now are eagerly looking forward to starting a new day.

The kids run along the shore of the pond, trying to find the little fish 
that glide and hide between the stones in the water. In the moment, 
their parents settle on the veranda, enjoying a cup of coffee and 
relaxing to the soft sound of the gentle waterfall that makes the air 
bubbles in the pond sparkle. 

In the intervening time, the horses have finished their breakfast 
and are waiting for grooming time and then the riding lesson that 
follows. The training area is ready for them. The adult horses 
already know that, for them, recurrent exercises are sufficient, but 
the young ones learn something new everyday. Meanwhile, the 
mares and foals watch the coming and going of everyday life.
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This is the glory of Le Soleil. Here reside some of the most 
magnificent Arabians to be found anywhere. The splendor of the 
Straight Egyptian Arabians at Le Soleil is enhanced by mares of 
the Kuhaylan Rodan-Bint Rissala line with their unique motion 
and beauty. Building upon this, we found a superior cross by using 
the incomparable Phaaros, US Gold Egyptian Event Supreme 
Champion, and Sabeh Al Salhiyah, US Egyptian Event Reserve 
Supreme Champion. 

Alfabia Al Kharafi was one of our premiere Bint Rissala line 
mares who gave us the magnificent Jaheel Le Soleil. Another 
important mare who always attracted Le Soleil is the legendary 
Grea Bint Khattaara of the celebrated Omnia-Bint Rissala family. 
From Phaaros she gave the superlative mare Alfabia Jumeira.

After a tragic accident we lost our beloved Alfabia Al Kharafi who 
was in foal to Phaaros when she died. This caused a long search 
for another of the Bint Rissala family that resulted in the splendid 
bay mare VP Athalheid, whose granddam, Grea Nazeera, is a full 
sister to Grea Bint Khataara. In 2015 from Phaaros, VP Athalheid 
gave us the stunning filly Nazeera Le Soleil, just weeks before 
Phaaros winning the Gold at the US Egyptian Event. Nazeera is a 
dream and a carbon copy of everything beloved about Phaaros. VP 
Athalheid is now in foal for a 2016 foal by the spectacular Sabeh 
Al Salhiyah, promising an even more glorious result. 

 VP Athalheid, mother of Nazeera Le Soleil

(Phaaros x VP Athalheid)
2015 Straight Egyptian grey Filly

Le SoleilNazeera
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The combining of Phaaros and Sabeh Al Salhiyah has already 
proven its success in the lovely 2015 filly for Le Soleil and Amra 
Arabians, Amra Ayda Le Soleil by Sabeh Al Salhiyah out of the 
Phaaros daughter Farha Diba Le Soleil.

(Sabeh Al Salhiyah x Farha Diba Le Soleil)
2015 Straight Egyptian grey Filly

Le SoleilAydaAmra

Farha Diba Le Soleil, mother of Amra Ayda Le Soleil 
proudly bred by Le Soleil and owned by Amra Arabians
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This is the heart of Le Soleil, a paradise in Northern Italy and a 
sanctuary of beauty in both nature and Arabian horses.

Le Soleil Stud di Elvis Giughera
Via Borgata San Rocco 26, 10060 CERCENASCO (TORINO) - ITALY
Website: www.le-soleil.org - E-mail: info@le-soleil.org - Tel: ++39 339 36 80 656

Le SoleilStud
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